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Studying the 3D chromosomal organization is crucial to understanding processes of transcrip-
tion, histone modifications, and DNA repair and replication. Chromatin conformation shapes
molecular functions beyond genetic variation at the sequence level and epigenetic footprints
along the one-dimensional genome. DNA spatial organization features can influence molecular
and organism-level phenotypes, from regulation of the expression of target genes (which can be
megabases [Mb] away), to the development of various diseases including autoimmune diseases,
neurological diseases, and cancer.
The genome-wide chromosome conformation capture technology Hi-C captures genomic
interactions of all loci, genome-wide. Hi-C data allows us to investigate chromatin organization
at various levels and resolutions, including the Mb resolution chromosome compartments and
topologically associated domains (TADs), 10-40Kb resolution frequently interacting regions
(FIREs), and 1-40Kb resolution chromatin loops and long-range chromatin interactions.
FIREs have been demonstrated to provide valuable information for tissue or cell type-specific
transcriptional regulation, characteristics unique from other domain features observed in the 3D
genome. Until now, there is no stand-alone software package for the detection of FIREs. To fill
in this gap, I first present a user-friendly R-package to identify FIREs and the clustering of FIREs
(super-FIREs), accessible to the general scientific community.
Next, I further explore the 3D genome and analyze brain tissue Hi-C data from 3 fetal and
3 adult human cortex samples with a total of 10.4 billion raw reads, the most deeply sequenced
human brain tissue Hi-C datasets we are aware of to date. My analysis of this Hi-C data (identi-
fying compartments, TAD boundaries, FIREs, and long-range chromatin interactions) generated
iii
mechanistic insights at GWAS loci for psychiatric disorders, brain-based traits, and neurological
conditions, particularly schizophrenia.
Lastly, as incorporating annotation can provide insights at GWAS loci, I annotate 148,019
variants identified in a recent trans-ethnic analysis for hematological traits in 746,667 partici-
pants. I present my findings in an R Shiny app, ABCx: Annotator for Blood Cell Traits, which
highlights variants 1D epigenomic signatures, impact on gene expression, and chromatin confor-
mation information to aid in further functional follow up.
iv
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Introduction
This section provides background information and reviews existing literature related to the
methodologies and applications presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Information reviewed in this
section falls under the general umbrella of integration of gene mapping approaches with func-
tional genomics information, with an emphasis on chromosome spatial organization information,
for revealing molecular mechanisms underlying complex human diseases and traits. Specifically,
we will review relevant literature for genome-wide association studies (GWAS), and the stud-
ies of the 3D genome with a deeper dive into the Hi-C technology. The Hi-C technology is the
genome-wide, unbiased version of the chromosome conformation capture (3C) derived technolo-
gies, that allows interrogation of intra-chromosomal interactions between theoretically all pairs
of genomic loci. The main emphasis of this review is the integration of multi-level genomic and
epigenomic data to help the interpretation and prioritization of GWAS findings.
1.2 Background on Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS)
GWAS are performed to assess genotype-phenotype associations and are widely used to
identify genetic determinates of complex traits [58]. They utilize expansive variants (hundreds
of thousands to tens of million) across the genome for a relatively large number of individuals
(typically thousands to even up to more than a million) to identify genes or genetic variants that
are associated with a phenotype or trait of interest. Overall, GWAS have been largely successful;
as of October 07, 2020, the NHGRI-EBI catalog of published GWAS contained 4,741 publica-
tions and 212,730 unique associations between genetic variants [7] and various diseases and traits
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[87]. As one example, a recent GWAS of schizophrenia (SCZ) meta-analyzing 40,675 cases and
64,643 controls from multiple studies, identified 146 loci associated with SCZ, among which 50
were novel loci that have not been previously reported [62].
GWAS results become complicated when they identify genetic variants that may not reside
in any genes or encode protein sequences. Non-coding regions make up a vast majority (more
than 90%) of GWAS-identified variants and have largely unknown functional consequences.
Converting the rich body of GWAS findings into insights connecting health and disease entails
the elucidation of molecular mechanisms in general, and the identification of causal functional
variants and their target gene(s).
In this post-GWAS era, serious efforts have been invested to generate functional mechanistic
hypotheses behind GWAS associations. For instance, the above SCZ study attempted to move
from beyond GWAS associations to causal genes by integrating fine-mapping results with brain
expression and chromosome conformation data, leading to the identification of candidate causal
genes within 33 loci [62].
The overarching goal of GWAS is to detect associations between genotypes and pheno-
type(s)/trait(s) of interest. GWAS are primarily conducted using the following components: iden-
tifying some phenotype(s) to be studied, collecting information from some cohort(s) of samples,
with cohort loosely defined to encompass samples from various study designs including a case-
control design, rather unselected population samples, and those from electronic medical records
(EMR) or biobanks.
The selection of the study cohort(s) can impact the scope as well as the final findings. In
general, a more diverse population and larger samples sizes are recommended, because, among
other reasons, risk loci can and have been found to show differences in frequency, effect sizes,
and correlation structure among neighboring genetic variants (linkage disequilibrium or LD in
genetic terminology) across diverse population [83, 58]. For example, if a particular genetic vari-
ant is genome-wide significant in one population and not in another, it may be due to a difference
in allele frequency, a difference in effect sample sizes from the two populations, or differential
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LD (for example, the unmeasured causal variant is highly correlated with the particular genetic
variants in one population but not the other). In addition, the non-European populations remain
severely underrepresented, creating an opportunity to identify population or ancestry-specific
risk variants for diverse populations. More specifically, when examining populations, ensuring
multiple or diverse ancestries are represented in all groups and excluding individuals that exhibit
extreme difference in genetic background from the rest of the samples will mitigate a residual
substructure such that type 1 error can be better controlled.
A larger sample size is almost always preferred, as long as this size does not incur much addi-
tional heterogeneity in terms of phenotype subtypes or non-genetic risk factors, as sample size is
the most crucial factor in determining power of association studies. For most complex traits, the
effect sizes of individual genetic variants have been found to be modest or small, requiring large
sample sizes for GWAS. Although, the first GWAS for age-related macular degeneration identi-
fied the GWAS locus CFH with merely 96 cases and 50 controls [42]. Noting a typical GWAS
and meta-analysis involves thousands to even millions of individuals to have reasonable power to
identify the rather moderate effect sizes that most associated genetic variants exert on complex
traits. For example, it is known that psychiatric diseases and disorders for mental health involve
a rather ”flat” genetic architecture with almost no genetic variants exhibiting large effect sizes
identifiable from thousands of individuals. Such flatness was partly reflected by the findings from
the 2007 WTCCC flagship study, which performed GWAS for seven complex traits, identified
genetic loci for the geneticists’ nightmare, type-II diabetes, but none for bipolar disorder, with a
similar sample size of 2,000 cases for each disease and 3,000 shared controls [14].
As previously highlighted, most signals map to non-coding regions complicating the inter-
pretation of GWAS results. To aid interpretation, fine-mapping studies are typically carried out,
attempting to identify causal variants from the pool of associated variants and their LD tags. Fine-
mapping in this document refers to the determination of the potential causal genetic variant (or
variants) and identification of independent signals at known loci, on top of the single-variant
GWAS results, from one or multiple cohorts. Fine-mapping can also be carried at gene level
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rather than at the genetic variant level, as performed in recent transcriptome-wide association
studies [55], but will not be further discussed. Fine-mapping methods assume that for the given
GWAS evidence of an association in a genomic region for a trait, there is at least one causal vari-
ant in or near that region [70]. The overarching goal is to determine which variant(s) are most
likely to be functional and to quantify the strength of evidence. There are various forms and varia-
tions of fine-mapping approaches. I will briefly comment on the two key aspects of fine-mapping:
trans-ethnic fine-mapping and credible sets.
Trans-ethnic fine-mapping has been proven powerful due to the differential LD structure
across populations. Complex traits have been reported to be relatively consistent in terms of un-
derlying populations and contain a similar direction of effect of alleles [78, 83, 70, 82]. Thus,
assuming the simple, but realistic scenario that the set of causal SNPs is the same for all popula-
tions, differential LD patterns across populations would result in narrowing the region where the
causal variant(s) reside. As such, incorporating multiple ethnicities in GWAS fine-mapping can
help pinpoint the causal variant(s) and neutralize the association of proxy-correlated loci [70, 58].
One standard deliverable out of fine-mapping analysis is the identification of a credible set at
each associated locus. Several methods have been proposed to identify credible sets of variants.
Most of which adopt a Bayesian framework that uses the posterior probabilities to determine
a credible set. Credible sets are useful as they aim to identify sets of minimal size that contain
all the causal variants with a pre-defined minimal confidence (typically 95% confidence) [10].
Therefore, variants in the credible sets serve as the minimal (in terms of the number of variants to
be evaluated), but comprehensive (in terms of coverage of causal variants) pool for which we can
integrate functional annotations to identify causal variants and their molecular function further.
1.2.1 Integrating Functional Annotations
As a large portion of genetic variation associated with complex diseases and traits reside in
non-coding regions, augmenting the associated loci with functional regulatory genomic infor-
mation can provide insights into the true causal variants(s), and the potential consequences of
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such variant(s). For example, by connecting variants to genes, we can begin to hypothesize the
underlying molecular mechanisms. Comprehensive functional annotations can entail intersecting
with epigenetic features, gene expression maps, and chromosome contact maps to find evidences
of potential regulatory regions through 1D epigenetic features such as open chromatin, histone
modifications, transcription factor binding, association with expression of a specific gene(s), and
chromatin looping particularly when involving enhancer-promoter interactions. The integrating
of chromosomal structure information can also provide insight into how chromosome spatial
organization orchestrates transcriptional regulation as genome folding forms loops that bring
enhancers and target genes into close proximity [64, 43]. At the organism level, various diseases
and disorders (including cancer, immunodeficiencies, limb malformation, autoimmune diseases,
neurological diseases, and thrombotic disorders) have been noted as a consequence of erroneous
wiring of regulatory circuitry between enhancers and their target genes [43]. Publicly available
databases such as ENCODE [13], Epigenome RoadMap [4], GTEx [51], and the 4D Nucleome
Project [17] provide various functional annotation information across multiple tissues, cell lines
or cell types. Integration with GWAS variants could identify and prioritize genes and variants that
are likely to play a causal role, and generate corresponding mechanistic hypothesis, speeding up
mechanistic characterization using experimental approaches.
1.3 3D Chromosomal Organization
There are approximately 3 billion base pairs in the human genome (around 1 meter in length)
that fit inside the nucleus (2˚10´6 meters in diameter). The way in which the chromosomes fits
inside the nucleus (3D architecture), determines the functionality of cis-regulatory elements
and their genes [48]. It is widely accepted that there are chromosomal territories; however, the
internal structure is not fully understood [81, 45].
Uncovering the knowledge of the 3D genome can reveal the functional consequences of
disease-associated variants and chromosomal rearrangements [81, 23], leading to insight of the
molecular mechanisms underlying disease [90, 45]. It is known that regulatory variants impact
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enhancer regions that regulate target genes through the formation of chromosomal looping [67].
In addition, gene transcription is initiated at promoter sequences immediately upstream of a
gene, and differential gene expression in development and disease is also controlled by additional
regulatory elements [43, 69, 88].
Enhancers are sequence modules, approximately a couple hundred base pairs in size, that
contain motifs and are around transcription factor binding motifs [43]. It has been observed that
the binding and co-recruitment of associated transcription factors activate enhancers. This often
includes increased DNA accessibility, histone H3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1) and
H3K27 acetylation (H3K27ac) marks [37, 69, 43]. More specifically, developmental genes are
usually controlled by multiple enhancers, where the enhancers behavior varies and determines
the genes expression. Enhancers can be active in the same tissue, or different tissues, and at a
variety of distances. Adding to this complexity, the closest gene in proximity to an enhancer is
not necessarily the gene it regulates [43]. These complex enhancers are present within chromoso-
mal territories [81, 36], and as such, a thorough understanding of the 3D architecture can provide
further disease insight.
1.4 Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C)
Chromosome conformation capture (3C) technologies study the 3D architecture of the
genome and reveal chromosomal organization within the nucleus [61, 81]. To better understand
the chromosomal organization, 3C-based methods attempt to reveal the organization within the
nucleus by determining the physical proximity of sets of points along the chromatin [81, 45].
Overall, 3C technologies crosslink DNA fragments to quantify ligation efficiencies as a mea-
sure of their contact frequency in a cell population [48]. Understanding the 3D chromosomal
organization within the genome is crucial to understanding processes of transcription, histone
modifications, repair, and replication as the conformation coincides with the variation of genomic
sequencing. As DNA sequence variation is influence by several 3D chromatin conformation fea-
tures such as loop strength, contact insulation, contact directionality, and density of cis-contacts
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[81], it is further hypothesized that 3D conformation elements overlapping with transcriptional,
regulatory, and epigenomic features could be then connected to disease risk [43]. While there
are multiple 3-C technologies, Hi-C detects the genomic interactions of all loci genome-wide
(termed ’All to All’) [81, 45, 48]. The resulting ’contacts’ discovered through Hi-C displays the
interactions of all genomic loci in a tissue or cell line, and is commonly summarized in the form
of a genome-wide contact frequency matrix [48].
1.4.1 Hi-C Technology
In a typical Hi-C experiment cells are crosslinked with formaldehydes, and DNA is digested
with a restriction enzyme that leaves a 5’ overhang. The 5’ overhang is filled with a biotiny-
lated residue, and the resulting blunt-end fragments are ligated under conditions favorable to
the cross-linking of ligation events. The resulting DNA samples contain ligation products con-
sisting of fragments that were originally in close spatial proximity in the nucleus, marked with
biotin at the junction. The resulting Hi-C library is created by shearing the DNA, selecting the
biotin-contained fragments with streptavidin beads, and then conducting massive parallel DNA
sequencing [81].
1.4.2 Hi-C Mapping
The resulting Hi-C library is typically evaluated for quality using a Phred Score and then
mapped to a reference genome using a sequencing aligner. The mapped read is assigned to a
single restriction fragment according to its 5’ mapped position with limits on the minimum and
maximum distance from the restriction site depending on the molecule’s size distribution [81,
45]. The resulting fragment-mapped reads are filtered based on whether it is a same-fragment
pair resulting from an unligated fragment or circularized fragment, a duplicate read due to PCR
with identical pair-end sequence, or identical 5’ alignment positions of the pair [81, 45]. The
resulting catalog contains information pertaining to whether the loci interaction is due to the
chromosome interacting within itself or across other chromosomes (intra-interaction, or inter-
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interaction, respectively). Fragments resulting from this alignment can be used as an analysis unit
for further discovery.
Binning at a fixed resolution of the interactions is often preferred and beneficial in summa-
rizing the fragment length information due the high sequencing costs and biases. The vast space
of all interactions makes achieving sufficient coverage for a maximum resolution challenging.
Reducing the interaction space by aggregating restriction fragments into fixed-size bins (i.e. 5Kb,
10Kb, 40Kb, 100Kb, 1Mb) functionally reduces the complexity of the data, and smooths out
the potential noise associated with this type of data [81, 45, 48], thus increasing the effective
coverage. Intra-chromosome, binned interactions will be the focus of the paper moving forward.
1.4.3 Contact Matrix
Contact matrices summarize the loci-to-loci interactions along the chromosome from the
resulting Hi-C and are often visually represented by heatmaps with intensity displaying the inter-
action frequency. The contact matrix, M , is constructed by dividing the genome into b bin sized
consecutive non-overlapping regions for each chromosome. The resolution is determined based
on sequencing depth, as a low sequencing depth would create unreliable results at higher resolu-
tions (ă 20Kb) [48, 67, 37]. The corresponding symmetric nxn matrix, where each matrix entry,
Mi,j , corresponds to the number of interactions between locus i and locus j.
The contact frequency between loci is dependent on the linear genomic distance and is fur-
ther influenced by restriction enzyme fragment size, GC content, and mappability [48]. The
amount of ’noise’ present in the data is often associated with the sequencing depth, such as low
signal, high repeat content due to telomeres or centromeres, or low mappability [81, 45, 48].
Additional balancing procedures of the raw contact matrix to account for these biases are often
conducted [34, 35].
Normalization of the contact matrix, M , takes into account the effect of distance and se-
quence proximity on the contact probability, based on the assumption that by investigating the
genome for interactions, each fragment (or bin) is observed approximately the same number of
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times in the experiment [48]. Normalization is conducted by dividing each of the i,j entry in the
contact matrix by the genome-wide average contact probability for the loci at that genomic dis-
tance. The resulting normalized matrix, M˚, when visualized by a heatmap, shows large blocks
of enriched and depleted interactions. Investigating the grouping further, it can be deduced that
since a pair of loci are nearby in space, they may be related, such as sharing neighboring loci or
having correlated interaction profiles. As such, a correlation matrix C where ci,j is the Pearson
correlation between the ith row and jth column of M˚ is calculated. This visually and dramati-
cally enhances the block patterns (’plaid’), inferring that each chromosome can be decomposed
into two sets of loci of enriched and depleted sets [48].
1.4.4 Readouts from Hi-C Data
Analyzing Hi-C data has led to the discovery of structural readouts at a cascade of resolu-
tions, including: (1) A/B compartments which are multiple megabases (Mb) to hundreds of kilo-
bases (Kb) in size and largely correspond to active or inactive chromatin [48]; (2) topologically
associating domains (TADs) which are on average approximately 1Mb in size and serve as the
basic structural and functional unit of the genome to constrain long-range chromatin interactions
largely within TADs [20]; (3) frequently interacting regions (FIREs) which at 10-40Kb highlight
functional and regulatory areas with cell type and tissue specificity [71]; (4) chromatin loops at
Kb resolution, which are nested within TADs and anchored by a pair of convergent CTCF motifs
[67]; and (5) statistically significant long-range chromatin interactions (LRCI), again at Kb reso-
lution, are pairs of chromatin segments brought in physical proximity more often than expected
by random chromatin looping or collisions [3, 54, 92, 91]. Among these Hi-C readouts, TADs
and chromatin loops are largely conserved across cell types [20, 67], while A/B compartments
and LRCI’s exhibit moderate levels of cell type-specificity [48].
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1.4.5 A/B Compartments
The largest-scale, position-specific interaction patterns are known as A/B compartments.
A/B compartments display the enrichment and depletion of interactions across the chromosome
and tend to vary between cell types and throughout development stages (thus, moderately cell
type and tissue type-specific) [81]. Through the creation of a correlation contact matrix, it was
observed that the first principal component (PC) corresponded largely to the plaid pattern of
enriched and depleted interactions. A compartments are highly enriched for active chromatin,
and B compartments are enriched for inactive chromatin [48]. Interactions between loci are
primarily constrained to occur between loci belonging to the same compartment. This then leads
to the conclusion that the nucleus is segregated into two compartments corresponding to open
and closed chromatin, and throughout the genome occupy different spatial compartments in
the nucleus [48]. Genomic compartments have also been found to be correlated with chromatin
states such as DNase accessibility, gene density, active genes, GC content, and histone marks
[67, 48, 69, 18].
1.4.6 Topologically Associated Domains (TADs)
TAD’s are often trivially described by observing the triangle structure highlighted along the
diagonal of a raw contact matrix heatmap displaying higher levels of interaction each spanning
about 1Mb in distance. In reality, TADs are actually quite complicated due to intricate interaction
patterns and containing multiple hierarchies of overlapping block-like structures [45].
TAD’s are mostly conserved. There is some evidence that TAD’s are stable across different
cell types and experimental conditions as well as conserved in related species [20, 22]. There
is clear evidence that gene clusters are organized into individual TAD’s, indicating that genes
with functional needs for co-regulation tend to reside or are nested within the same TAD [20].
Coordinated regulatory function has been attributed to the presence of TADs. Chromosomal
rearrangements often distort TADs and as such, previously separated genes and enhancers can
potentially enter each other’s contact space and form new regulatory circuits [43].
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There are two main methods to calculate TAD’s. The first method calculates the difference
between the diagonal’s average upstream and downstream interactions. This difference is used
to define a directionality index (based on a Chi-square statistic), where the TAD boundaries are
significantly different than the TAD regions [20]. The second method uses an insulation score
that captures the density of signal in the Hi-C contact matrix around the diagonal, as a function of
genomic position [15].
1.4.7 Frequently Interacting Regions (FIREs)
FIREs are defined at a smaller resolution and by a frequent interacting window 200Kb above
and below the diagonal of a raw contact frequency matrix [71]. The process of FIRE identifi-
cation starts with a contact frequency matrix at a specific bin resolution for each chromosome.
These contact matrices are then used to identify the total number of cis-interactions. The cis-
interactions are then filtered for technical biases known to Hi-C data, and then within-sample
and across-sample normalized. Residuals from the fit of a Poisson regression are mapped to a
Gaussian distribution. The -ln(p-value) is considered the continuous FIRE score, and significant
bins at an alpha of 0.05, are deemed the dichotomized FIRE.
Uniquely from TADs, FIREs are tissue and cell type-specific, conserved in human and
mouse, are enriched for tissue/cell type-specific enhancers, tissue/cell type-specific gene ex-
pression, and GWAS SNPs for relevant traits [71, 29, 28]. More specifically, Gorkin et al., found
that FIRE scores were commonly positively correlated with marks of cis-regulatory activity, in-
cluding H3K27ac and H3K4me3, thus confirming the previously reported relationship between
FIREs and cis-regulatory activity [29]. Compared with the genomic location of chromosomal
domains, FIREs commonly occur toward the center of TADs, are involved in the many intra-TAD
interactions, and are largely contained in A compartments of active chromatin [71, 29].
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1.4.7.1 Super-FIREs
To account for the observation that many FIREs occur in clusters, super-FIREs are created
by concatenating together adjacent FIRE bins and ranking them by their continuous FIRE score
to quantify the FIRE clusters. FIRE regions are then plotted as a function of their continuous
FIRE score, once scaled to 0 and 1, clusters to the right of the inflection point are deemed a super-
FIRE [71]. This methodology is adapted from the super-enhancer designation using the ROSE
algorithm [88].
1.4.8 Chromatin Loops
Chromatin loops are hypothesized to play a significant genomic role in eukaryotes as they
frequently link promoters and enhancers, correlate gene activation, and show conservation across
species and cell types [67]. In addition, the DNA binding protein, CTCF, is strongly associated
with loops as the loop anchors typically display at domain boundaries and bind to the CTCF [67].
The CTCF behavior is not always consistent with an insulator role and often exhibit behavior
similar to characteristics of a transcriptional activator. Chromatin loops occur when contacts
between chromosomal sites are stabilized which results in regulatory and architectural loops [67].
1.4.9 Long-Range Chromatin Interaction’s (LRCI’s)
LRCI’s , or commonly referred to as ’peaks’, detect the non-random interactions between
loci from a 2D contact frequency matrix and have shown considerable relevance to functional reg-
ulation [3, 54, 92, 91]. Peak calling can be difficult to efficiently and effectively understand the
dependency structure within these hidden peak status. There are a variety of peak calling meth-
ods, such as Fit-Hi-C [3], HMRFBayes [92], and FastHiC [91], which will be briefly discussed.
Fit-Hi-C aims to identify significant chromatin interactions at various lengths and signifi-
cance thresholds [3]. Fit-Hi-C fits nonparametric spline curves across genomic distances, unique
from other methods that use discrete binning. After a filtering of non-random collisions, there is
a refitting of the spline curves and an incorporation of locus-specific defining factors similar to
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iterative corrections and eigenvector decomposition. Fit-Hi-C is sensitive to sequencing depth,
and often variable across samples [3].
HMRFBayes is a peak calling technology that takes into account the dependency structure of
loci. It uses a similar methodology as a Hidden Markov Model or Bayesian Hidden Ising model
for peak identification of ChIP-Seq data [92], but extends these 1D methods to a 2D space based
on the contact frequency matrix. The success of this method is due to accounting for the local
spatial dependency among adjacent fragment pairs and then detecting all 2D peaks by borrowing
information from the neighboring fragment pairs [92].
FastHiC uses a simulated field approximation to estimate the joint distribution of hidden peak
status by a set of independent random variables using an EM algorithm [91]. In a comparison of
these three procedures, it has been shown that Fit-Hi-C runs faster than FastHiC, and FastHiC
runs almost 5 times faster than HMRFBayes. FastHiC and HMRFBayes outperformed Fit-Hi-C
in peak calling accuracy, and FastHiC achieved higher peak calling accuracy then HMRFBayes
[92, 91].
1.4.10 Hi-C Comparison Methods
Hi-C technology is experimental, and a high (Kb) resolution requires massive (ą 1 billion
raw reads) sequencing efforts, which can be expensive and complicated [37]. Identifying similari-
ties are important for quantifying the quality of the sample, as well as the reproducibility.
Previously, the traditional methods for comparing Hi-C results were not consistent. The
standard practice for when biological replicates were not available was to visually inspect heat
maps, and investigate the ratio of long-range interaction read pairs. When at least two biological
replicates were available, then Pearson or Spearman correlations between multiple Hi-C contact
matrices were analyzed [96]. Distance measurements such as L1-Norm and L2-Norm, are also
sometimes used to classify similarities.
Visual inspection and ratios are difficult to classify as they are not supported by robust statis-
tics, which creates an ad-hoc interpretation. Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation, L1-Norm
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distance, and L2 Norm-distance can give information about the similarities (and dis-similarities),
but are susceptible to outliers as they do not take into account the unique characteristics of Hi-C
data such as domain structures, interacting regions, and distance dependence. As such, other re-
producibility methods have been developed to account for dependency and noise present in Hi-C
data, such as HiCRep, and HiC-Spector.
HiCRep [95] is a reproducibility measurement that takes into account the unique spatial
features of Hi-C data by implementing a 2D smoothing parameter, stratifying by distance, and
applying correlations resulting in a stratum-adjusted correlation coefficient statistic (SCC) that is
interpreted similarly as any correlation [95, 96]. Smoothing reduces the individual spatial resolu-
tion and improves continuity of regions with elevated interactions enhancing domain structures.
”Smoothing” the contact map is done by replacing the counts of each contact in the contact map
with the mean count of all the contacts in the genomic neighborhood [95, 96]. This is done when
samples are not sufficiently sequenced. The local variation introduced by under sampling makes
it hard to capture large domain structures. Smoothing the raw contact matrix in order to reduce lo-
cal noise in the contact map enhances the visibility of the domain structures. To take into account
the distance effect in the reproducibility assessment, it stratifies the contacts by the genomic dis-
tance between the loci [95, 96]. The method was validated by comparing results of the ranking of
similarity of pseudo-replicates, biological-replicates, and non-biological replicates to the results
of Pearson and Spearman correlations. In this comparison, the SCC correctly ranked the samples
more often and had more clear ranking when compared to the Pearson and Spearman correlation
results [95].
HiC-Spector is a reproducibility metric for quantifying the similarity between contact maps
(contact matrices, TADs, loops, FIREs) based on spectral decomposition. The distance metric (Q)
is the sum of the Euclidian norms of the difference of the normalized eigenvectors derived from
the Laplacian matrix of the chromosomal contact map [94]. This method was confirmed as a reli-
able comparison method as they tested 33 pairs of pseudo-replicates, 11 biological-replicates, and
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110 pairs of different cell lines. They observed a clear distinction between the different samples,
and that the distribution of Q-scores had a behavior that was expected [94].
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CHAPTER 2: FIRECALLER: DETECTING FREQUENTLY INTERACTING REGIONS
FROM HI-C DATA
2.1 Introduction
Chromatin folding in the three-dimensional (3D) space is closely related to genome function
[16]. In particular, transcription regulation is orchestrated by a collection of cis-regulatory ele-
ments, including promoters, enhancers, insulators, and silencers. Alteration of chromatin spatial
organization in the human genome can lead to gene dysregulation and consequently, complex
diseases including developmental disorders and cancers [43, 47].
High-throughput chromatin conformation capture (Hi-C) has been widely used to measure
genome-wide chromatin spatial organization since first introduced in 2009 [79, 96, 48]. Analyz-
ing Hi-C data has led to the discovery of structural readouts at a cascade of resolutions, including
A/B compartments [48], topologically associating domains (TADs) [20], chromatin loops [67],
and statistically significant long-range chromatin interactions [92, 91, 3, 40]. Among these Hi-
C readouts, TADs and chromatin loops are largely conserved across cell types [20, 21, 22, 43],
while A/B compartments and long-range chromatin interactions exhibit rather moderate levels of
cell type-specificity [3, 48].
As an attempt to identify Hi-C readouts that are better indicative of cell type or tissue-specific
chromatin spatial organizations, we have in our previous work [71], identified thousands of fre-
quently interacting regions (FIREs) by studying a compendium of Hi-C datasets across 14 human
primary tissues and 7 cell types. We defined FIREs as genomic regions with significantly higher
local chromatin interactions than expected under the null hypothesis of random collisions [71].
FIREs are distinct from previously discovered Hi-C structural readouts such as A/B com-
partments, TADs, and chromatin loops. In general, FIREs tend to reside at the center of TADs,
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associate with intra-TAD Enhancer-Promoter (E-P) interactions, and are contained within broader
regions of active chromatin [71]. FIREs are tissue and cell type-specific, and enriched for tissue-
specific enhancers and nearby tissue-specifically expressed genes, suggesting their potential
relevance to tissue-specific transcription regulatory programs. FIREs are also conserved between
human and mouse. In addition, FIREs have been revealed to occur near cell-identity genes and
active enhancers [71]. Thus, FIREs have proven valuable in identifying tissue and cell type-
specific regulatory regions, functionally conserved regions such as enhancers shared by human
and mouse, and in interpreting genetic variants associated with human complex diseases and
traits [71, 8, 29].
Since the discovery of FIREs, we have collaborated with multiple groups to further demon-
strate their values in various applications, resulting in multiple recent preprints and publications
[29, 33, 31, 28]. For example, in an analysis of adult and fetal cortex Hi-C datasets, FIREs and
super-FIREs recapitulated key functions of tissue-specificity, such as neurogenesis in fetal cortex
and core neuronal functions in adult cortex [28]. In addition, evolutionary analyses revealed that
these brain FIRE regions have stronger evidence for ancient and recent positive selection, less
population differentiation, and fewer rare genetic variants [28]. For another example, Gorkin et
al. [29] investigated how 3D chromatin conformation in lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL) varies
across 20 individuals. They reported that FIREs are significantly enriched in LCL-specific en-
hancers, super-enhancers, and immune related biological pathways and disease ontologies, fur-
ther demonstrating the close relationship between FIREs and cis-regulatory elements [29]. In
particular, even with the sample size of ď 20 individuals, hundreds of FIRE-QTLs (that is, ge-
netic variants associated with the strength of FIRE) have been reported, suggesting that FIREs
show strong evidence of genetic regulation.
Despite the importance and utilities of FIREs, only in-house pipelines exist for detecting
FIREs, limiting the general application of FIRE analysis and the full exploration of cell type-
specific chromatin spatial organization features from Hi-C data. In this work, we developed
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FIREcaller, a stand-alone, user-friendly R package for detecting FIREs from Hi-C data as an
implementation of the method described in our previous work [71].
2.2 Materials and Methods
Figure 2.1: Workflow of Calling FIREs using the FIREcaller Software
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2.2.1 Input Matrix
First, FIREcaller takes an nxn Hi-C contact matrix as input. The contact matrix M is con-
structed by dividing the genome into bins of size b consecutive non-overlapping regions for each
chromosome. In our original work [71], b was fixed at 40Kb. In this FIREcaller work, we allow
b to be 10Kb, 20Kb, or the default 40Kb. Each entry in the contact matrix M, mi,j , corresponds
to the number of reads mapped between locus/bin i and locus/bin j. The corresponding sym-
metric nxn matrix reflects the number of mapped intra-chromosomal reads between each pair
of loci [48]. We removed all intra-chromosomal contacts within 15Kb to filter out reads due to
self-ligation.
Recommendations for the resolution of the input matrix depend on the sequencing depth of
the input Hi-C data. Specifically, we recommend using a 10Kb bin resolution for Hi-C data with
„ 2 billion reads, and a 40Kb bin resolution for Hi-C data with „ 500 million reads [48, 67, 37,
72, 45, 97].
2.2.2 Cis-Interaction Calculation
Taking the nxn contact matrix as input, FIREcaller calculates the total number of local cis-
interactions for each genomic locus (40Kb bin size by default). Following our previous work
[71], we define local to be within 200Kb by default. This threshold is largely driven by empiri-
cal evidences showing that contact domains exert influences on transcription regulation within
200Kb. For instance, contact domains reported in human GM12878 from in-situ Hi-C are at a
median size of 185Kb [67, 97]. In addition, Jin et al. reported a median distance of E-P inter-
actions at 124Kb [37], Song et al. reported 80% of promoter interacting regions within 160Kb
[73], and Jung et al. found promoter centered long-range chromatin interactions with median
distance 158Kb [38]. Consistently, an analysis of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex sample
(DLPFC) [46] showed E-P interactions at a median distance of 157Kb, and our study showed
adult cortex E-P interactions at a median distance of 190Kb [28]. On the other hand, multiple cis-
regulatory regions have been shown to control their target genes from longer genomic distances
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[47, 28, 97, 24]. To accommodate these longer-range chromatin interactions our FIREcaller pack-
age allows a user-specified upper bound of the cis-interacting region.
2.2.3 Bin Level Filtering
Bins are then filtered based on multiple criteria that may lead to systematic biases, including
effective restriction fragment lengths which measures the density of the restriction enzyme cut
sites within each bin, GC content, and sequence uniqueness [34, 93]. FIREcaller removes bins
with 0 mappability, 0 GC content, or 0 effective fragment length. We also remove bins for which
more than 25% of their neighborhood (within 200Kb, by default) bins have 0 mappability, 0
GC content or 0 effective fragment length. Finally, any bins overlapped within the MHC (major
histocompatibility complex) region or the ENCODE blacklist regions [1] are also filtered out.
2.2.4 Within-sample Normalization
FIREcaller then uses the HiCNormCis method [71] to conduct within-sample normalization.
HiCNormCis adopts a Poisson regression approach, adjusting for the three major sources of
systematic biases: effective fragment length determined by restriction enzyme cutting frequency,
GC content, and mappability [71].
For HiCNormCis, we let Ui, Fi, GCi, and Mi represent the total cis-interactions (15 „
200Kb, by default), effective fragment length, GC content, and mappability for bin i, respec-
tively. We assume that Ui follows a Poisson distribution, with mean θi, where logpθiq “ β0 `
βFFi ` βGCGCi ` βMMi. After fitting the Poisson regression model, we define the residuals Ri as
the normalized cis-interaction for bin i.
FIREcaller fits a Poisson regression model by default. Users can also fit a negative binomial
regression model. In practice, both Poisson regression and negative binomial regression model




If the user provides multiple Hi-C datasets, FIREcaller uses the R function normalize.quantiles
in the ”preprocessCore” package to perform quantile normalization of the normalized cis-interactions
across samples [6].
2.2.6 Identifying Significant Frequently Interacting Regions
FIREcaller then converts the normalized cis-interactions into Z-scores, calculates one-sided
p-values based on the standard normal distribution, and classifies bins with p-value ă 0.05 as
FIREs. The output file contains, for each bin, the normalized cis-interactions, the -ln(p-value)
(i.e., the continuous FIREscore), and the dichotomized FIRE or non-FIRE classification.
2.2.7 Detecting Super-FIREs
FIREcaller also identifies clustered FIREs, termed as super-FIRE (Figure 2.2). We first con-
catenate all consecutive FIRE bins, and sum their continuous FIREscores. We then plot the
summed continuous FIREscores for the clustered FIREs against their ranks to identify the in-
flection point where the slope of the tangent line is one. Super-FIREs are defined as all clustered
FIREs on the right of the inflection point [71]. This method is adapted from the Ranking of Su-
per Enhancer (ROSE) algorithm [88], which was originally proposed for the identification of
super-enhancers.
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Figure 2.2: Flow Chart for Identifying Super-FIREs. A) Scatterplot of clustered FIREs ranked by
their continuous FIREscores, ordered from least interactive (left) to most interactive (right). Red
dashed line highlights the inflection point of the curve. B) Flow chart for super-FIRE
identification.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 An Illustrative Example
We used the Hi-C data from human hippocampus tissue in our previous study [71] to show-
case the utility of FIREcaller. Figure 2.2 shows an illustrative example of a 400Kb super-FIRE
(merged from 10 consecutive bins, and marked by the red horizontal bar in the ”FIREs” track),
which overlaps with two hippocampus super-enhancers (indicated by the two light blue horizon-
tal bars in the ”Enhancers” track). Notably, this super-FIRE contains a schizophrenia-associated
GWAS SNP rs9960767 (black vertical line) [74], and largely overlaps with gene TCF4 (chr18:
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52,889,562-53,332,018; pink horizontal bar depicted at the top), which plays an important role in
neurodevelopment [34]. Since rs9960767 resides within a super-FIRE with highly frequent local
chromatin interactions, we hypothesize that chromatin spatial organization may play an impor-
tant role in gene regulation in this region, elucidating potential mechanism by which rs9960767
affects schizophrenia risk.
Figure 2.3: An Example of a Super-FIRE in Human Hippocampus tissue. Virtual 4C plot of a
1Mb region (chr18:52,665,002-53,665,002) anchored at the schizophrenia-associated GWAS
SNP rs9960767 (black vertical line), visualized by HUGIn [57]. The solid black, red and blue
lines represent the observed contact frequency, expected contact frequency, and -log10(p-value)
from Fit-Hi-C [3], respectively. The dashed purple and red lines represent significant thresholds
corresponding to Bonferroni correction and 5 % false discovery rate (FDR), respectively. The red
horizontal bar in the ”FIREs” track depicts the 400Kb super-FIRE region. The two blue
horizontal bars in the ”Enhancers” track mark the two hippocampus super-enhancers in the
region.
2.3.2 Integrative Analysis of FIREs with Gene Expression in Human Brain Tissue
To investigate the relationship between FIREs and tissue-specifically expressed genes, we ap-
plied FIREcaller to Hi-C data from fetal [90] and adult [85] cortical tissues, and identified 3,925
fetal FIREs and 3,926 adult FIREs. Among them, 2,407 FIREs are fetal-specific and 2,408 FIREs
are adult-specific (the remaining 1,518 FIREs are shared). We observed massive changes in
FIREs between fetal and adult which recapitulate recently reported extensive chromatin rewiring
during brain development [85], exemplifying the cell type-specific nature of FIREs. We then
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overlapped FIREs with gene promoters and found that the dynamics of FIREs across brain devel-
opmental stages are closely associated with gene regulation dynamics during brain development
(Figure 2.4). Specifically, we examined expression levels of genes whose promoters (defined
as ˘ 500 bp of transcription start site [TSS]) overlap with fetal brain-specific FIREs and are ex-
pressed in fetal brain, similarly genes whose promoter overlap with adult brain-specific FIREs
and are expressed in adult brain. Gene expression data in both fetal and adult brain cortex are
from two of our recent studies [90, 85]. These criteria resulted in 707 and 882 genes in fetal and
adult brain, respectively. Among them, 412 are fetal brain-specific, 587 are adult brain specific,
and 295 genes are shared (Table 2.1).
FIRE type N FIREs N FIREs with gene overlap N genes with FIRE overlap
Adult-specific 2,408 488 587
Fetal-specific 2,407 338 412
Shared 1,518 258 295
Table 2.1: Tissue-Specific FIREs and Shared FIREs, and Overlapping Genes.
For the 587 genes mapped to adult brain-specific FIREs, the mean gene expression levels,
measured by log2(FPKM), are -0.052 and 0.190 in fetal and adult brain cortex, respectively.
These 587 genes are significantly up-regulated in adult brain (p-value= 1.3 ˚ 10´10; Figure 2.4;
Table 2.2). Meanwhile, for the 412 genes mapped to fetal brain-specific FIREs, the mean gene
expression levels, again measured by log2(FPKM), are 0.551 and 0.209 in fetal and adult brain
cortex, respectively. These 412 genes are significantly up-regulated in fetal brain (paired t-test
p-value= 7.8 ˚ 10´13; Figure 2.4; Table 2.2). By contrast, for the 295 genes co-localizing with
FIREs shared between fetal and adult cortex, the mean gene expression levels are 0.328 and
0.312 in fetal and adult brain cortex, respectively. These 295 genes show no significant difference
in their expression levels in adult and fetal brain (p-value=0.79). Similarly and finally, genes
not overlapping any FIREs exhibit no significant expression differences in fetal and adult brains
either (p-value=0.96; Figure 2.4; Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of Expression for Genes Overlapping Fetal or Adult Brain FIREs. The
leftmost pair of violin boxplots shows the expression profile of the 587 genes mapped to adult
brain-specific FIREs, with expression measured in fetal brain cortex (blue) and adult brain cortex
(red), respectively. The second pair of violin boxplots shows the expression profile of the 412
genes mapped to fetal brain-specific FIREs, again in fetal brain cortex (blue) and adult brain
cortex (red), respectively. The third pair shows the expression profile of the 295 genes mapped to
FIREs shared between fetal and adult brain, yet again in fetal brain cortex (blue) and in adult
brain cortex (red). The pair to the farthest right, shows the expression profile of genes not
overlapping any FIREs, with a total of 15640 such genes (labeled ”Non FIREs”).
FIRE
Type







587 0.052 0.190 1.26*10´10
Fetal-
Specific
412 0.551 0.209 7.79*10´13
Shared 295 0.328 0.312 0.785
Table 2.2: Mean Gene Expression in Adult and Fetal Brain Samples for FIREs and Non-FIREs
and Paired T-Test P-Values
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2.3.3 Integrative Analysis of FIREs and Enhancer-Promoter Interactions
We used Hi-C data from left ventricle and liver tissues from Schmitt et al study [71], and
applied Fit-Hi-C [3] to call significant chromatin interactions at 40Kb bin resolution. We only
considered bin pairs within 2Mb distance. Next, we used H3K27ac ChIP-seq peaks [44] in left
ventricle and liver tissue to define active enhancers, and used 500 bp upstream / downstream of
TSS to define promoters. A pair of 40Kb bins is defined as an E-P interaction if one bin contains
a promoter, and the other bin contains an active enhancer. In total, at an FDR of 1%, we identified
41,401 and 30,569 E-P interactions in left ventricle and liver, respectively. Among them, 29,096
are left ventricle-specific, and 18,264 liver-specific.
At the same 40Kb bin resolution, applying our FIREcaller, we identified 3,643 FIREs in left
ventricle and 3,642 FIREs in liver, with 1,186 shared between these two tissues. We found that
FIREs are enriched for E-P interactions compared to non-FIREs for both liver and left ventricle
(liver: odds ratio [OR] = 7.2, Fisher’s exact test p-value ă 2.2 ˚ 10´16; left ventricle: OR = 4.0,
p-value ă 2.2˚10´16). Comparing between two tissues, we observed that left ventricle-specific E-P
interactions are highly enriched in left ventricle-specific FIREs and liver-specific E-P interactions
highly enriched in liver-specific FIREs (OR=3.8, p-value ă 2.2 ˚ 10´16; Table 2.3). Our results
demonstrate that the tissue-specificity of FIREs is closely associated with the tissue-specificity of
E-P interactions [71].
FIRE type N Left Ventricle-Specific E-P N Liver-Specific E-P
Left Ventricle-Specific FIRE 1,093 416
Liver-Specific FIRE 951 1,392
Table 2.3: Tissue-Specific FIREs and Tissue-Specific E-P Interactions in Liver and Left Ventricle
Tissues. In the table, we count the numbers of tissue-specific E-P interactions involving
tissue-specific FIREs. For example, 1,093 means there are 1,093 left ventricle-specific E-P
interactions involving left ventricle-specific FIREs. Similarly for the remaining three counts.
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2.3.4 Integrative Analysis of FIREs and ChIP-seq Peaks
Next, we evaluated the relationship between FIREs and histone modifications in cortex
[46, 85, 44]. We found that H3K4me3 and H3K27ac ChIP-seq peaks are both enriched at FIRE
regions (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: H3K4me3 and H3K27ac ChIP-seq Peaks Enrichment at FIREs. X axis is the
distance from a bin, with the bins grouped into FIRE bins and non FIRE bins. Y axis is fold
enrichment quantified by MACS [98] when applied to the corresponding histone ChIP-seq data.
2.4 Conclusion
In this paper, we present FIREcaller, a user-friendly R package to identify FIREs from Hi-C
data. We demonstrate its utilities through applications to multiple Hi-C datasets and integra-
tive analyses with E-P interactions, histone modifications and gene expression. We believe that
FIREcaller will become a useful tool in studying cell type or tissue-specific chromatin spatial
organization.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF CHROMOSOME SPATIAL ORGANIZATION IN
ADULT AND FETAL CORTEX SAMPLES
3.1 Introduction
Investigating the genetic architecture can be particularly useful for idiopathic psychiatric
disorders, such as schizophrenia, as few genetic studies have resulted in proved or reproducible
risk factors [76, 65]. Identifying genetic variants influencing psychiatric disorders has become
complex as it has been found to be consistent with a polygenic model [75, 26]. Additional factors
of complexity involve the diagnosis of these disorders as they are primarily based on observations
of behavior, as well as the notion that different psychiatric disorders overlap, often resulting in
re-evaluation. Overall, there is a sizeable clinical importance as psychiatric disorders have a
relatively large impact, ranking fifth in global disability.
A majority of variants from GWAS studies of psychiatric disorders map to non-coding re-
gions and are highly correlated [77]. These areas are difficult to directly assign variants to genes
as the regions have diverse regulatory functions. Incorporating various genetic functional data
can provide insight into the relationship between regulatory regions and genes of interest. Chro-
matin conformation capture (3C) methods [81] enables the identification of 3D chromatin in-
teractions in vivo and can clarify GWAS findings [75, 62]. Here, we display the pipeline and
methodology to transform the resulting fragments from Hi-C of adult and fetal brain cortex into
A/B compartments [48], topologically associated domains (TADs) [20], frequently interacting
regions (FIREs) [71], and long-range chromatin interactions (LRCI) [3]. In addition, we compare
the ’readouts’ to other external Hi-C data sources [71, 90], and evaluate potential biological con-
nections. The analysis of the cortex samples chromatin structure was further incorporated into
projects spearheaded by Dr. Paola Giusti-Rodrı́guez and Dr. Patrick Sullivan. More specifically,
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to understand the complexity of psychiatric GWAS, gene set analysis was conducted based on
functional genomic data to provide an expanded view of the biological processes involved in the
etiology of schizophrenia and other complex brain traits, which will also be briefly discussed
[28].
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Data Available and Processing
The data consisted of adult (N=3) and fetal (N=3) cortex tissue samples sequenced using
’easy Hi-C’ [52]. The library quality and yield from eHi-C are comparable to conventional Hi-
C, but requires much less starting material. Initially, there were 10.4 billion reads generated
to allow for a kilobase resolution contact frequency map of the chromatin interactome. For a
tissue, this is deeply sequenced. The data was delivered in the form of a bam file, and quality
control was performed to include uniquely mapped reads, and exclude inter-chromosomal reads,
intra-chromosomal reads less than 15Kb, and PCR-duplicates through various computational
procedures. The resulting interactions were summarized in contact matrices of 10Kb, 40Kb,
100Kb, and 1Mb resolution.
3.2.2 Compartments
Compartments were determined by conducting Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in-
corporated with tissue-specific gene expression at 100Kb and 1Mb resolution. Beginning with
the raw nxn contact matrix, we calculated the genome-wide mean for each fixed 1D genomic
distance and evaluated the contact probability for each sample-chromosome pair. As shown in
Figure 3.1, the contact probability decreased with genomic 1D distance as expected with some
deviation at the tail of the plot. This deviation implies the loci are interacting more often than
expected, which could occur due to a possible relationship or grouping.
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We transformed the raw nxn matrix into a normalized matrix using the 1D genomic mean.
The normalized matrix was then transformed into a correlation matrix by incorporating Pearson
correlations for each ith row and jth column.
Figure 3.1: Contact Probability Plot at 1Mb for Adult Cortex Chromosome 17
PCA was conducted on the correlation matrix, which resulted in the first three PC’s for each
1D genomic location. Beginning with PC1, compartments were loosely defined as ’A’ for a posi-
tive PC1 value and ’B’ for a negative PC1 value. Next, we incorporated the tissue-specific gene
expression, and further defined the compartments where if the average gene expression of the ’A’
compartments were less than the average gene expression of the ’B’ compartments, the compart-
ment designation switched.
Compartments for each chromosome-sample pair were evaluated individually to ensure the
correct PC captured the enrichment and depletion of the long arm of the chromosome. Figure 3.2
displays the PC1 change of sign corresponding to the enriched and depleted sections of the corre-
lation matrix heatmap, confirming the selection of the correct PC to determine the compartments.
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In the case that PC1 did not accurately reflect the enrichment and depletion visualized by the
correlation matrix, PC2 was examined. Post-processing of the compartments and the PC’s were
conducted by filtering bins that corresponded to the ENCODE blacklist [1] or the MHC region.
Figure 3.2: Comparison of Correlation Matrix and PC1 at 1Mb for Adult and Fetal Cortex
Chromosome 17
3.2.3 TADs
TADs and TAD boundaries were detected by implementing the insulation score method [15].
TAD boundaries were called at a 10Kb and 40Kb resolution and involved a four-step process: (1)
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Calculating the Insulation Scores, (2) Normalizing the Insulation Score, (3) Defining the TAD
Boundaries, (4) Defining TADs.
Beginning with a raw nxn contact frequency matrix, HiCNorm [34],which removes biases
of Hi-C data by using a Poisson regression, was applied to normalize the chromatin contact map.
Next, each bin was treated as an anchor bin independently, and an insulation score was calculated
by summing the bins between the anchor bin and all other bins ˘ 100Mb away in 1D genomic
distance. Quantile normalization was performed on all the resulting insulation scores. These
normalized insulation scores were then evaluated, and the minima in the ˘ 1 Mb neighborhood
was determined as a TAD boundary at the bin size resolution previously specified (10Kb, 40Kb).
The regions between boundaries were deemed TADs.
3.2.4 FIREs and Super-FIREs
Using the statistical software R and the FIREcaller package, FIREs and super-FIREs were
identified at resolutions 10Kb and 40Kb. These results implemented the default filtering based
on mappability, GC content, and fragment length. A final post-processing of the FIREs was
conducted by filtering bins that corresponded to the ENCODE blacklist.
3.2.5 Long-Range Chromatin Interactions
Long-range chromatin interactions were discovered by using a combination of Fit-Hi-C [3]
with default parameters along with FastHiC [47]. This combination calling method for long-
range interactions mimicked the approach in Won, et al. [90]. At 10Kb resolution, the data was
filtered by removing bins that corresponded to the ENCODE blacklist. We ran Fit-Hi-C for all
10Kb regions with restrictions on interactions ě 20Kb and ď 2Mb. Using these results, we then
applied FastHiC to the 43,222,677 bin pairs with a Bonferroni correction corresponding to P ă
1.16319´10 . The resulting chromatin interactions represented the 3D peaks presented in the data.
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3.2.6 Comparison of Data with Other Publicly Available
With various biases involved and the different pipelines for data analysis, confirming similari-
ties within our samples and with external data sources were deemed essential for reproducibility
and confirming the quality of the data. L1-Norm, L2-Norm, Spearman, and Pearson correlations
were used as an ad-hoc metric due to the lack of accountability of the dependency nature of Hi-C
data. HiC-Spector [94] and HiCRep [95] were used to compare our contact maps as they take
additional measures such as spectral decomposition, and smoothing parameters, respectively.
MDS plots were used to visualize the results. PCA and Jaccard Similarity Index were evaluated
for comparisons with external Hi-C datasets of other fetal cortex [90], and 14 human tissues and
7 cell lines [71].
3.3 Results
3.3.1 General Properties of Chromatin Organization
In this section, we describe the brain Hi-C data we generated and comparison to external
datasets to establish their relevance. We generated 10.4 billion reads and, following quality con-
trol, identified 1.323 billion high-confidence cis-contacts that enabled a 10 Kb resolution map
of the chromatin interactome. To our knowledge, these are the deepest Hi-C data from human
brain, and contain 2.25X as many cis-contacts for adult cortex and 1.56X as many for fetal cortex
compared to the next largest datasets [71, 90] (Figure 3.3). Our adult and fetal samples contained
the most unique mapped reads (2,131,884,928 and 2,918,232,26, respectively) and the most
intra-chromosomal reads (713,524,167 and 609,291,151, respectively) in this collection of Hi-C
data.
In Figure 3.3, the point sizes are proportional to the number of informative cis-reads repre-
sented by the increase in point size along the y-axis. The data from our generation of the human
brain Hi-C is represented by the red diamonds. The open red diamond (Fetal) representing the
3 concatenated fetal samples, and the filled red diamond (Adult) representing the 3 concate-
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Hi-C Metrics with External Datasets
nated adult temporal cortex samples. Data from Schmitt et al is represented with the grey circles,
with the 7 cell lines visualized with the open grey circles (GM12878=lymphoblast; H1=human
embryonic stem cell (hESC); IMR90=lung fibroblast; MES=mesoderm; MSC=mesenchymal
stem cell; NPC=neural progenitor cell; TRO=trophoblast-like cell) and the 14 tissues visualized
by the filled grey circles (AD=adrenal gland; AO=aorta; BL=bladder; DLPFC=brain dorsolat-
eral prefrontal cortex; Hippo=brain hippocampus; LG=lung; LI=liver; LV=heart left ventricle;
OV=ovary; PA=pancreas; PO=psoas skeletal muscle; RV=heart right ventricle; SB=small intes-
tine; SX=spleen). The open yellow circles represent the Won et al data where the fetal germinal
zone (GZ) representing the concatenation of the 3 GZ samples, and the cortical plate (CP) repre-
senting the concatenation of the 3 CP samples.
3.3.1.1 Contact Maps
We evaluated our Hi-C datasets (N=3 adult temporal cortex, N=3 fetal cortex, and 2 com-
bined samples of all adult and all fetal) by conducting Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation,
HiC-Spector, and HiCRep on the raw counts at 40Kb resolution (Figure 3.4). The comparison
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methods that account for the characteristics of Hi-C data, HiCRep and HiC-Spector, showed clear
separation of the two developmental times points, where the blue dots correspond to the adult
temporal cortex samples (N=3 individual +1 combined) and red corresponds to the fetal cortex
samples (N=3 individual +1 combined).
Figure 3.4: Autosomal Chromosomes Contact Frequency Matrix Comparison at 40Kb
Resolution for Fetal (blue) and Adult (red) samples
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Fetal Compartment Adult Compartment N 100Kb bins (%) N 1Mb bins (%)
A A 10275(36.7) 1039(36.2)
B A 2713(9.7) 271(9.4)
A B 2265(8.1) 196 (6.8)
B B 12754(45.5) 1365(47.5)
Table 3.1: Compartments of Fetal and Adult Cortex at 100Kb and 1Mb
3.3.1.2 Compartments
Compartments were defined at 100Kb and 1Mb resolution. When comparing the bins de-
fined as A compartments and B compartments between samples, we observe consistency at both
resolutions (100Kb:χ2 p-value ă 2.2 ˚ 10´16; 1Mb: χ2 p-value ă 2.2 ˚ 10´16; Table 3.1)
We compared our results with external datasets at 100Kb resolution. The PC1 was evaluated
using PCA (Figure 3.5) and compartment designation was evaluated by the Jaccard Index Similar-
ity (Figure 3.6). The analysis used the PC1 scores integrated with the tissue-specific gene density
that defined the A/B compartments. The PC1 (x-axis) had a variance of 74.8 % and PC2 had a
variance of 8% (y-axis). The fetal brain samples (CP,GZ, Fetal) all clustered together, and the
adult brain samples (Hippo, DLPFC, and Adult) all clustered together. The Jaccard Similarity
Index analysis displayed a clustering via the heatmap to describe the degree of overlap of the
A/B compartments. The fetal brain samples clustered together (Fetal, GZ, CP; similarity index
of 0.83) and had strong overlap. The adult brain samples cluster together (Adult, DLPFC, Hippo;
similarity index of 0.83) with a strong overlap. The adult versus fetal brain samples Jaccard Sim-
ilarity Index was 0.66, which for reference the Jaccard Similarity Index for left heart ventricle
versus right heart ventricle was 0.91, as compartments do exhibit moderate cell type-specificity.
3.3.1.3 TADs
There were a total of 1,908 fetal TADs and 2,069 adult TADs identified at a 40Kb resolution.
Each sample had 2056 TAD boundaries, with 1340 boundaries that had a 100% overlap. TADs
are calculated based on their fixed-bin sized boundary, thus the average TAD length varied. The
average adult TAD length was 1.2Mb, and the average fetal TAD length was 1.3 Mb.
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Figure 3.5: PCA Plot Comparing PC1 with External Data at 100Kb
Figure 3.6: Jaccard Similarity Plot Comparing A/B Compartments with External Data at 100Kb
When comparing the PCA of the TAD insulation scores at 40Kb resolution with external
datasets (Figure 3.7) there was a 76.6% variance with PC1 (x-axis), and PC2 (y-axis) captured
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5.0% variance. The brain samples (Adult, Fetal, CP, GZ) are all clustered on the dominant PC1.
Note the other brain samples, DLPFC and Hippos, are not as clustered which could be attributed
to a lower sequencing depth. A similar relationship is visible with the clustered heatmap of the
Jaccard Similarity Index (Figure 3.8) showing the degree of overlap of the TAD boundaries.
Our adult and fetal TAD boundaries clustered very strongly with a Jaccard Index of 0.41 (for
comparison, the Jaccard Index for TAD boundaries in left and right heart ventricle was 0.48),
which is expected as TADs are cell type invariant.
Figure 3.7: PCA Plot Comparing Insulation Scores with External Data at 40Kb
3.3.1.4 FIREs and Super-FIREs
FIREs at 40Kb resolution and associated super-FIREs were calculated. There were 3968
significant fetal FIREs and 3970 adult FIREs, and an overlap of 2365 FIREs. There were 223
significant fetal super-FIREs and 156 adult super-FIREs. Super-FIREs are not constricted at
40Kb, and represent the clustering of FIREs, thus average size of an adult super-FIRE was 352Kb
and the average size of a fetal super-FIRE was 269Kb. Adult super-FIREs overlapped with 92
fetal super-FIREs ( χ2 test p-value ă 0.0001 ), and fetal super-FIREs overlapped with 96 adult
super-FIREs( χ2 test p-value ă 0.0001).
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Figure 3.8: Jaccard Similarity Plot Comparing TADs with External Data at 40Kb
PCA of the FIRE scores at 40Kb resolution was conducted to evaluate the comparison with
external data (Figure 3.9). PC1 showed 69% variance with (x-axis) and PC2 (y-axis) captured
5.4% variance. The brain samples (CP, GZ, Fetal, Adult) were all clustered together on PC1, with
some variance captured for adult by PC2.
3.3.1.5 High Confidence Regulatory Chromatin Interactions
Out of the 43,222,677 possible 10 Kb interactions, there were a total of 969,302 significant
interactions identified in fetal cortex and 370,994 significant interactions identified in adult cortex
with a Bonferroni correction of P ă 2.31 ˚ 10´11.
A further analysis was conducted in collaboration to identify anchors that overlapped en-
hancers or promoters for each developmental period (fetal and adult) by combining eHi-C, RNA-
seq, ATAC-seq and ChIP-seq. These enhancers were based on the intersection of the HindIII
Hi-C fragment within a 10 Kb anchor, open chromatin in cortex, and either H3K27ac peak or
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Figure 3.9: PCA of 40Kb FIRE scores with External Datasets
H3K4me3 peak along a brain-expressed TSS. The promoters were based on the overlap of a
brain-expressed TSS and open chromatin in cortex. For adult cortex, there were 75,531 high
confidence regulatory interactions (HCRCI), and for fetal cortex, there were 75,246 HCRCI.
3.3.2 Evaluation of Biological and Functional Interpretations
To evaluate whether the Hi-C readouts (chromatin interactions, TADs, FIREs, and super-
FIREs) captured biologically relevant information, GREAT [59] analysis was conducted. Fetal
chromatin interactions showed significant findings for transcription regulation, glial proliferation,
oligodendrocyte differentiation, and growth cone, displaying enrichment for transcriptional regu-
lation and core functions of the major cell types (glia and neurons). Adult chromatin interactions
showed significant findings for postsynaptic density and excitatory synapse. TADs showed no
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GREAT findings of interest, which was not unexpected due to being invariant across cell types.
Fetal FIREs had significant findings for CNS axonogenesis, stem cell differentiation, and neural
nucleus development, and adult FIREs had significant findings for the regulation of autophagy,
phosphoprotein phosphatase, neural nucleus development, and detection of calcium ion. Fetal
super-FIREs had significant findings for biological processes such as stem cell differentiation,
neuron differentiation, CNS differentiation, neurogenesis, cortex radial cell migration. These re-
sults showed that adult and fetal super-FIREs and FIREs recapitulated key functions of the source
tissues of differentiation and neurogenesis in the fetal sample and core neuronal functions in the
adult sample. Concluding, FIREs, super-FIREs, and chromatin interactions can be connected to
biologically relevant information.
We performed multivariate regression to evaluate how various functional genomic features
(such as histone modifications, open chromatin, enhancers, insulators) and expression of the
corresponding gene associated with chromatin spatial status, including FIREs, involving chro-
matin interactions, or residing in TAD boundaries. We found that fetal FIREs were enriched for
fetal H3K27ac and CTCF marks, while depleted for H3K4me3 marks and TSS of protein-coding
genes (model r2=0.0356). Adult FIREs were enriched for typical enhancers, open chromatin,
and H3K27ac in adult cortex, and depleted in H3K4me3 marks (model r2=0.1317). Fetal chro-
matin interactions were enriched for H3K27ac and CTCF marks in fetal cortex, and depleted in
H3K4me3 and gene expression in fetal cortex (model r2= 0.0075). Adult chromatin interactions
were enriched for open chromatin, typical enhancers, CTCF marks, H3K27ac in adult cortex, and
TSS of protein-coding genes while depleted in H3K4me3 adult cortex (model r2=0.0517). Fetal
and adult cortex TAD boundaries were enriched for CTCF marks and TSS of protein-coding
genes (model r2= 0.0304 and r2= 0.0451, respectively). Our results suggest that these chro-
matin spatial organization features revealed from Hi-C readouts are informative for functional
genomics.
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3.3.3 Interpreting GWAS loci using 3D Architecture
In this section, we demonstrate the findings of our collaboration with Dr. Paola Giusti-
Rodrı́guez and the Sullivan Lab of using Hi-C read outs as a way to ”connect” significant GWAS
loci to specific genes [28]. Identifying a relationship between GWAS loci and specific genes is a
crucial deliverable of GWAS for idiopathic disorders of the brain, as there is a strong assumption
that GWAS findings connect to the nearest or intersecting gene. In this collaboration, the HCRCI
displayed via UCSC browser tracks, Figure 3.10, demonstrates an example of HCRCI and an
intergenic loci. This shows how the assumption that the closest gene to the loci may not be an
accurate. The regulatory loops, with the exception of one, link the promoters/enhancers to the
gene but not gene to the loci. In Figure 3.11, HCRCI are observed connecting the gene DPYD to
a single locus chr1:98,220,320-98,562,260 (monogenic). In Figure 3.12, HCRCI are observed
identify two statistically independent loci (chr14:30,000,405-30,208,630 and chr14:29,466,667-
29,506,667). In Figure 3.13, it is observed that this complex, multigenic loci contains dense
patterns of HCRCI (chr22:41,027,819-41,753,603 and chr22:39,840,130-40,091,818).
Figure 3.10: UCSC Browser Track: HCRCI Connecting Intergenic Loci
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Figure 3.11: UCSC Browser Track: HCRCI Connecting Monogenic Loci
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Figure 3.12: UCSC Browser Track: HCRCI Connecting Two Independent Loci
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Figure 3.13: UCSC Browser Track: HCRCI Connecting Multigenic Loci
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3.4 Conclusion
Our goal was to identify how 3D chromatin interactions can clarify GWAS results. For id-
iopathic disorders of the brain, this is a crucible deliverable as otherwise, these connections are
difficult to obtain. In this paper, we used deep eHi-C datasets from fetal and adult cortex sam-
ples. We identified Hi-C readouts and confirmed that they were comparable with other external
datasets. We evaluated the biological connection using GREAT, and the connection between func-
tional genomic features such as histone modifications, open chromatin, enhancers, insulators, and
expression of these Hi-C readouts. Thus, concluding that Hi-C readouts are informative in func-
tional genomics. As a final result, we investigated the role of HCRCI and their ability to connect
significant GWAS loci to specific genes.
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CHAPTER 4: GENOMIC FINE MAPPING FOR HEMATOLOGIC TRAITS
4.1 Introduction
Blood cell variants have been associated with a variety of diseases as they make substantial
contributions to many important biological processes. For example, abnormalities of function and
the formation of blood cells have been associated with cancer, anemia, thrombotic disorders, and
various immunodeficiencies [12]. With extensive sequencing and GWAS efforts, there is a need
to convert massively-generated variant mapping into human-interpretable knowledge.
Hematological phenotypes (red blood cell, white blood cell, and platelet related traits) are
critical physiological intermediaries in oxygen transport, immunity, infection, thrombosis, and
hemostasis, as they are associated with many diseases including autoimmunity, asthma, viral
infections, and cardiovascular disease. Hematological traits are highly heritable [25] with thou-
sands of loci cumulatively identified from genetic association studies [2, 32, 39, 89]. The distri-
butions of these traits and related complications such as stroke, venous thromboembolism (VTE),
and kidney disease differ considerably across ethnicities [68, 11, 5, 63, 30].
We have recently performed a trans-ethnic meta-analysis for a battery of hematological traits
in 746,667 participants, including 184,535 non-European ancestry individuals (15,171 African
ancestry, 9,368 Hispanic/Latino, 151,807 East-Asian, 8,189 South-Asian) [9]. The trans-ethnic
meta-analysis identified 5,552 trait-variant associations at a significance threshold of p ă 5 ˚ 10´9.
For 3,552 loci in which conditional analysis identified a single genome-wide significant variant in
a European ancestry-specific analysis, fine-mapping results were generated for each trans-ethnic
and ancestry-specific dataset using an approximate Bayesian approach to create 95% credible
sets. In an effort to identify and prioritize variants for functional follow up experiments, we an-
notated the variants in these 95% credible sets identified as being significantly associated with
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seven red blood cell indices (HCT-Hematocrit; HGB-Hemoglobin Concentration; MCH-Mean
Corpuscular Hemoglobin; MCHC- Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin Concentration; MCV-Mean
Corpuscular Volume; RBC-Red Blood Cell Count; RDW-Red Blood Cell Distribution Width),
six white blood cell indices (BASO- Basophil Count; EOS- Eosinophil Count; LYM- Lympho-
cyte Count; MONO- Monocyte Count; NEU- Neutrophil Count; WBC-White Blood Cell Count),
and two platelet related indices (MPV- Mean Platelet Volume; PLT- Platelet Count) from the
above study. More specifically, we leveraged annotations encompassing 1D epigenomic signa-
tures such as open chromatin status, histone modifications and transcription factor binding for
non-coding variants and consequences on protein product for coding variants (”1D”); the impact
of gene expression using eQTL (expression quantitative trait loci), sQTL (splicing quantitative
trait loci), and pQTL (protein quantitative trait loci) information (”2D”); chromatin conformation
information from Hi-C and alike technologies all from various blood, blood cell lineages and
relevant tissue and cell lines (”3D”), and association information with many other phenotypes
from Phenome-wide Association Studies (pheWAS).
In an effort to display and provide these results for further analysis, we created ABCx: An-
notator for Blood Cell Traits. ABCx, an R Shiny app, contains four main components and func-
tionalities: (1) an overall summary of the annotation sources incorporated; (2) an overview of the
annotation results; (3) a variant level query; and (4) a gene level query. By relaying the annota-
tion results in this format, ABCx provides comprehensive annotation information to prioritize
loci for functional follow up experiments, including massively parallel reporter assay (MPRA)
[56], genomic and epigenomic editing via CRISPR [86, 27] or CRISPRi [24, 41] experiments.
4.2 Overview of Annotations
4.2.1 Variant Level
Variants identified in the 95% credible sets from 3,552 loci in which conditional analysis
identified a single genome-wide significant variant in European-specific ancestry were included.
For each related phenotype index (RBC, RDW, HCT, HGB, MCH, MCHC, MCV, MPV, PLT,
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WBC, EOS, LYM, NEU, BASO, MONO) and ethnic analysis dataset (trans- Trans ethnic; EA-
European ancestry; AA- African ancestry; HA-Hispanic American; EAS-East Asian; SA-South
Asian) information on the posterior probability from the Bayesian approach, as well as the ef-
fect size estimate (β) and p-value from MR-MEGA [60], a meta regression tool for multi ethnic
genetic association studies, are presented.
Figure 4.1: Scatter Plot of Annotation Sources and the Number of Individual Variants Present
4.2.2 1D Annotations
For ”1D” epigenomic features, we use output from WGSA, which was explicitly devel-
oped to annotate WGS data [49], ATAC-seq peaks, and histone ChIP-seq peaks [44]. WGSA
returns many types of annotations including 12 sets of functional prediction scores (e.g., CADD,
FATHMM-MKL), nine conservation scores (e.g., bStatistic, GERP++), information from four
disease-related databases (ClinVar, COSMIC, GWAS catalog, GRASP2), and epigenomic in-
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formation from many sources including GeneHancer, FANTOM5, Roadmap, ENCODE and
BLUEPRINT. ATAC-seq peaks were gathered from recent studies for blood cell traits [53, 80]
and key histone ChIP-seq peaks such as H3K9me3, H3K36me3, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, and
H3K27Ac generated for Roadmap [44]. Information is displayed based on the relevance to the
blood cell phenotypes. For instance, we included ATAC-seq peak information, GenoSkyline+
scores, key histone ChIP-seq peaks in spleen tissue, erythroid cells, and K562 cell lines for red
blood cell related indices; fetal thymus tissue, GM12878 cells, macrophage cells, and T-cells and
B-cells for white blood cell related indices; and megakaryocyte cells for platelet related indices.
All sources for the 1D level are summarized in Table 4.1. and the number of variants with the
related annotation is visualized in Figure 4.1.
Data Source Type Information Displayed
Roadmap ChIP-seq Peaks Peak Start,Peak End, N Peaks
Ludwig ATAC-seq Peaks Peak Start,Peak End, N Peaks
gChromVar ATAC-seq Peaks Peak Start,Peak End, N Peaks
WGSA CADD Raw, Phred
fathmm XF Prediction, Rank score, Raw Score, Non-coding
Indicator
fathmm MKL Rank score, Raw Score
Roadmap GenoSkyline + Scores, CoreMarks, Imputed
Mark, ChIP-seq Peaks, DNAse Hotspots
GeneHancer
Table 4.1: Summary of 1D Annotation
4.2.3 2D Annotations
For ”2D”, we included the variant impact on gene expression, impact on splicing ratios
(eQTL and sQTL information), and impact on protein abundance (pQTL information). Sources
of 2D annotations are summarized in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1. These sources encompass both
bulk and cell type specific sources, largely from the public domain (eQTLGen [84], CAGE [50],
BIOS [99] for whole blood, and Raj et al for purified CD4+ T cells and monocytes [66]). Infor-
mation available from these sources ranges, but primary features incorporated include the effect
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size estimate (β), p-value or FDR, the allele assessed, and the gene or protein involved. Variants
across sources were matched based on chromosome, position, and alleles of each variant. Only
significant results from the respective sources are relayed.
Data Source Type Information Displayed
BIOS cis-eQTL Gene Group, Gene Single,P-value,
Allele Assessed
Westra cis/trans-eQTL Gene Group, Gene Single, FDR,
Allele Assessed
NESDA cis/trans-eQTL Gene Single, Beta, FDR, Allele As-
sessed




cis/trans-eQTL Gene Single,Beta, FDR, Allele As-
sessed
GTEx8 cis/trans-eQTL Gene Single, Conditional P-value
sQTL Gene Single, FDR
Emillson pQTL Gene Single, Protein Name, Beta,
P-value, Allele Assessed
Raj cis/trans-eQTL Gene Single, Beta, P-value
eQTLGen cis/trans-eQTL Gene Single, Beta, P-value
MESA-array cis-eQTL Gene Single, T-Statistic, FDR, Allele
Assessed
Table 4.2: Summary of 2D Annotation
4.2.4 3D Annotations
For ”3D”, we include information on the 3D genome conformation to display blood lineage-
specific regulatory elements and target genes from various sources summarized in Table 4.3.
More specifically, using Hi-C data we incorporated statistically significant long-range chromatin
interactions (LRCI) [67, 29, 71] calculated from Fit-Hi-C [3], loops calculated using the HiC-
CUPs methodology [67], and superFIREs for related tissues [71]. Two Promoter-Capture Hi-C
(PCHi-C) data sources [36, 38] were also incorporated and matched with the 2D results to high-
light consistent evidences regarding the effected gene(s) across ”2D” and ”3D” annotations.
ABCx displays information on the number of loops, LRCI, PCHi-C ”baits” and ”other ends”,
or super-FIREs, as well as significance measures such as p-values, FDR, or CHICAGO scores
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where applicable. A summary of these sources is displayed in Table 4.3, and the number of vari-
ants overlapping with each of these source categories is visualized in Figure 4.1.
Data Source Type Information Displayed
Rao HiCCUPs Fragment 1, Fragment 2, P-Value, N loops
Fit-Hi-C Fragment 1, Fragment 2, P-Value, N LRCI
Gorkin HiCCUPs Fragment 1, Fragment 2, P-Value, N loops
Fit-Hi-C Fragment 1, Fragment 2, P-Value, N LRCI
Schmitt Fit-Hi-C Fragment 1, Fragment 2, P-Value, N LRCI
Super-FIRE Super-FIRE region, Cumulative FIREscore
Javierre PCHi-C Chicago Score, Gene Name, Bait Position, Other
End Position
Jung PCHi-C -log(p-value), Gene Name, Bait Position, Other
End Position
Table 4.3: Summary of 3D Annotation
4.2.5 PheWAS
In addition, PheWAS related information was incorporated to identify variants that were
previously tested across a large number of phenotypes by leveraging EMR and matched genotype
data [19]. The number of cases, p-value, odds ratio, Gene Name, PheWAS Code, and an indicator
of whether the gene also overlapped with 2D and 3D evidences is given.
4.3 Overview of ABCx: Annotator for Blood Cell Traits
To visualize and leverage the annotations for further analysis or prioritization of experimental
validations, we present ABCx: Annotator for Blood Cell Traits, an R Shiny app. ABCx has the
following four main components to effectively and efficiently display and integrate relevant
variant information.
First, there is a broad overview of the type of annotation sources incorporated as well as clear
definitions of each annotation feature provided and how variant matching was conducted. This
information is conveyed via an interactive plot similar to Figure 4.1, with a table that populates
specific details.
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Next, an overview of variant annotation is presented (Figure 4.2). On the ”Phenotype Anno-
tation Summary” tab, the user can select the phenotype category (Red Blood Cell Related, White
Blood Cell Related, and Platelet Related), the ethnicity subset (trans, EA, AA, EAS, HA, SA),
the desired annotation features, and display format. Seven annotation categories are available,
allowing users to focus on the most likely functional variants for further follow up. Specifically,
the seven categories are (1) the most restrictive category, containing variants that have 1D, 2D,
3D and PheWAS evidence where the genes implied by 2D, 3D, and PheWAS are all consistent;
(2) containing variants with 1D, 2D, 3D, and PheWAS evidence, but the genes implicated from
different resources are not consistent; (3) variants with only 1D, 2D, and 3D but not any pheWAS
evidences, and with consistent gene evidence between the 2D and 3D annotations; (4) variants
with 1D, 2D, and 3D information (again, no pheWAS evidence) and no consistent gene implied;
(5) variants with 2D and 3D evidences and consistent gene evidence from 2D and 3D annotations;
(6) variants with 2D and 3D evidences, but no consistent gene evidence; and finally (7) variants
with 1D and 2D evidence. As these categories are mutually exclusive, multiple selections are
allowed so that users can investigate more than one category of variants. In addition, the user can
restrict the amount of information presented by selecting which tables to be displayed. All tables
can be exported in either a csv, or tab delimited format.
Next, there is a variant level annotation tab, where the user can input an rsID or chromosome
and position of a variant (genome build gb38 and hg19 are both accommodated), and all selected
annotation information related to that variant will populate (Figure 4.3). Third, there is a gene
level annotation tab, where similar to the variant-specific tab, the user can input a HUGO Gene
Nomenclature (HGNC) symbol, and related annotation information will populate.
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of ABCx Interface of Annotation Summary Tab
Figure 4.3: Screenshot of ABCx Interface of Variant-Specific Annotation Tab
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4.4 Highlighted Results
ABCx includes a total of 148,019 variants identified in the 95 % credible sets from 3,552 loci
in which conditional analysis identified a single genome-wide significant variant in European An-
cestry. These 148,019 variants corresponds to various hematologic phenotype indices: red blood
cell (N variants=62,613), white blood cell (N variants=61,408) and platelets (N variants=36,810)
(Figure 4.4). These variants are also categorized based on their analysis groups, whether ethnic-
specific (AA, EA, EAS, HA, SA) or trans-ethnic (trans). Most variants are derived from analysis
in European ancestry (N variants=116,122) and from trans-ethnic analysis (N=66,271), with
additional variants from other ancestry-specific groups (EAS=10,663; AA=5,790; HA=5,702;
SA=3,947; Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.4: Distribution of Variants Across Phenotype Categories
The main characterization of these variants post-annotation manifests in a seven-category
scale with the assumption that variants with the most consistent annotation available are the most
promising for future functional follow-up (Figure 4.6). For example, if we focus on variants in
categories with multiple sources of annotation evidences and consistent target genes implied from
various sources, such criteria will result in 210 variants in the ”1D, 2D, 3D, PheWAS- Consis-
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Figure 4.5: Upset Plot of Variants Across Trans-Ethnic Analysis Categories
tent Gene Evidence” category (0.07%), 44,341 in the ”1D, 2D, 3D-Consistent Gene Evidence”
category (15.1%), and 17,459 in the ”2D, 3D-Consistent Gene Evidence” (6%), substantially
reducing the set of most promising variants.
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of Variants by Phenotype Index. Colors of the bar correspond to the
annotation category.
4.5 Conclusion
Deciphering GWAS results into human interpretable knowledge is complex. By compre-
hensively annotating variants in the 95% credible sets identified in a recent trans-ethnic meta-
analysis, we allow exploring and prioritizing variants with potentially causal effect. By incorpo-
rating various levels and sources of functional annotations, our ABCx R Shiny allows us to comb
through these variants and their comprehensive sets of annotations to prioritize for further func-




In this dissertation, we explore the importance of understanding the 3D genome and how
incorporating multi-level genomic annotations can help clarify GWAS findings, and prioritize
variants for further functional follow-up. In Chapter 2, we introduce FIREcaller, a consistent
pipeline for the scientific community to discover FIREs and super-FIREs to better understand reg-
ulatory and functional processes. There has not been a published software to date, and FIREcaller
fills this gap.
In Chapter 3, we further explore the 3D genome by identifying various Hi-C readouts, and
comparing the results to other publicly available Hi-C datasets. We justify the use of these fetal
and adult brain Hi-C datasets, demonstrate a biological connection of our results, and incorpo-
rate the results of high confidence regulatory chromatin interactions to provide insight into the
relationship between GWAS loci and specific genes.
In Chapter 4, we provide functional annotation of 148,019 variants identified in 95% credible
sets from 3,552 loci determined in a recent trans-ethnic meta-analysis for a battery of hemato-
logical traits in 746,667 participants, including 184,535 non-European ancestry individuals. We
briefly describe our R Shiny app, ABCx: Annotator for Blood Cell Traits, which relays our anno-
tation results to our collaborators and summarize our findings of incorporating multi-level anno-
tation sources such as epigenomic signatures, information on gene expression, and 3D genome
chromatin conformation information.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR CHAPTER 2
This chapter contains technical details supplemental to the main text of Chapters 2.
A.1 Choice of Bin Resolutions
We tested different bin resolutions using GM12878 Hi-C data at different sequencing depths.
We first created 10Kb, 20Kb and 40Kb Hi-C contact matrices using the full data with „4.4 bil-
lion reads. We then down-sampled the full data using a binomial distribution to create matrices
reflecting a sample that would contain „2.2 billion reads. We repeated this process ten times to
generate a total of 20 down-sampled matrices at each of the three resolutions (i.e., 10Kb, 20Kb
and 40Kb).
We calculated Pearson correlation of binary FIRE classifications between pairs of replicates,
at each resolution. We observed that with „ 2.2 billion reads per replicate, correlations are all
reasonable (mean ρ= 0.980 at 40Kb, mean ρ= 0.973 at 20Kb, mean ρ=0.967 at 10Kb resolution;
Figure A.1). We also note that as the resolution increases, the correlation decreases for the obvi-
ous reason that it is more challenging and entails more data to detect FIREs at higher resolution.
In general, we recommend using 40Kb resolution for Hi-C data with ă1 billion reads, 20Kb with
1-2 billion reads, and the highest 10Kb resolution only when the Hi-C data has ą2 billion reads.
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Figure A.1: Boxplots of the Pearson correlations of the dichotomized FIREs for downsampled
GM12878 samples at 10Kb, 20Kb, and 40Kb. Each boxplot shows the Pearson correlation across
all pairs out of the 20 replicates (i.e., 190 pairs).
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A.2 Distance Distribution of Enhancer-Promoter (E-P) Interactions
Previous studies have shown that the majority of E-P interactions are within 200Kb [37, 97,
67, 73, 3]. Here we analyzed interactions reported as high confidence E-P interactions in two
brain datasets [28, 46] (Figure A.2). We found that high confidence E-P interactions in both
adult cortex [28] and in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) from PsychENCODE [46] have a
median distance less than 200Kb (160Kb and 190Kb, respectively; Figure A.2).
Figure A.2: Histogram of the 1D genomic distance for high confidence E-P interactions. A)
Adult Cortex. B) DLPFC. The vertical red line marks the 200Kb distance.
A.3 Poisson versus Negative Binomial Models
To compare the two models: Poisson and negative binomial, we reported the goodness-of-fit
statistics (Table A.1), estimation of regression coefficients for major contributors to systematic
biases, computational time, and final FIREcaller results (Figure A.3). Specifically, we ran FIRE-
caller using Hi-C data from hippocampus tissue [71], fitting separately using a Poisson regression
model and a negative binomial regression model, both with default values for other parameters.
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Poisson Negative Binomial
Residual Deviance 536,869 65,740
AIC 944,769 608,301
Table A.1: Model Goodness-of-Fit Statistics for Poisson and Negative Binomial Regression
Model. Smaller residual deviance or AIC indicates a better model fit.
In terms of model fit, the negative binomial distribution fits the Hi-C count data better (de-
viance= 65,740) than Poisson distribution (deviance= 536,869) (Table A.1). As an important
intermediate step, FIREcaller aims to remove systematic biases and calculate normalized cis-
contact frequency. We found that the two models resulted in similar effect size estimates for the
three key factors (namely, effective fragment length, GC content and mappability) contributing
to systematic biases. When comparing the final binary FIRE regions identified, we found the two
models result in highly overlapped FIREs: 3,491 shared out of the 3,642 identified from the Pois-
son model, and out of the 3,750 from the negative binomial model (odds ratio= 396.5, Fisher’s
exact P-value ă 2.2 ˚ 10´16) (Figure A.3).
Figure A.3: Venn diagram for FIREs Detected from Negative Binomial or Poisson Model
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To compare computational efficiency, we fit the Poisson and the negative binomial regres-
sion step of FIREcaller for the Hippocampus data at 40Kb 100 times for each distribution. The
average running time was 0.44 seconds (0.028 SD) for Poisson regression and 4.28 seconds (0.17
SD) for negative binomial regression. We note that there is a possible issue of non-convergence
when analyzing 10Kb and 20Kb using the negative binomial regression, which we have observed
with some of our real data analysis, particularly when sequencing depth is low (ă500 million raw
reads per sample).
A.4 Evaluation of Tissue-Specificity
We applied our FIREcaller to Hi-C data from hippocampus, DLPFC, liver, left ventricle,
and right ventricle [71], as well as brain tissues from the germinal zone (and its three replicates)
[85]. We then calculated Pearson correlation between any pair of samples, based on either the
FIRE continuous scores (Figure A.4) or the dichotomized FIRE calls (Figure A.4). As expected,
left and right ventricle are highly correlated with each other (continuous FIRE scores ρ = 0.89;
dichotomized FIREs ρ = 0.65), hippocampus and prefrontal cortex are also highly correlated
(continuous FIRE scores ρ = 0.85; dichotomized FIREs ρ = 0.6) and germinal zone brain tissue
combined sample (GZ123) is highly correlated with its replicates (continuous FIRE scores ρ =
0.98, 0.99, 0.98; dichotomized FIREs ρ = 0.86, 0.91, 0.87 for GZ1, GZ2, and GZ3 respectively).
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Figure A.4: Pearson correlation of continuous FIRE scores and binary FIREs. We calculate the
Pearson correlations between each pair of samples (one sample each for hippocampus [Hippo],
DLPFC, liver [LI], left ventricle [LV], right ventricle[RV], and four samples from germinal zone
[GZ] brains: three replicates [GZ1, GZ2, GZ3] and the pooled sample GZ123), for continuous
FIRE scores (panel A on the left), or binary FIREs (panel B on the right).
A.5 Visualization of Hippocampus Tissue Raw Contact Matrix
To further highlight the region of the 400Kb super-FIRE in human hippocampus tissue we
visually inspected the raw contact matrix of both the entire chromosome 18 (Figure A.5) and
the „1Mb region chr18: 52,640,000-53,680,000. As visualized, there is a higher level of cis-
interactions (red cluster on heatmap) in the region identified as a super-FIRE (red bar).
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Figure A.5: Heatmap of Hippocampus Tissue Raw Contact Matrix. A) A heatmap of the
chromosome 18 contact matrix and B) chromosome 18 contact matrix at region
52,640,000-53,680,000 with the red bar below showing the 400Kb super-FIRE region. Grey
regions of the contact matrix indicate counts of 0.
A.6 Comparison of Enhancer and Promoters and FIREs in Liver and Left Ventricle
We used H3K27ac ChIP-seq peaks [44] in left ventricle and liver to define active enhancers,
and used 500 bp upstream / downstream of transcription start site (TSS) to define promoters. We
then investigated whether a FIRE tends to overlap more with an enhancer or a promoter. In both
tissues, we have found that FIREs tend to overlap more with enhancers. Specifically, in liver
odds ratio (OR) = 5.22 for enhancers (p-value ă 2.2 ˚ 1016), OR = 1.98 for promoters (p-value
ă 2.2 ˚ 1016); in left ventricle, OR=4.48 for enhancers (p-value ă 2.2 ˚ 1016); OR= 1.03 for
promoters (with a not significant p-value=0.48) (Figure A.6).
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Figure A.6: Dot Plot Showing FIREs Overlapping More with Enhancers than Promoters, in
Liver and Left Ventricle tissue. We use the color scale of blue to red to highlight significance (red
being most significant and blue least significant), and the size of the bubble to display the odds
ratios (larger dot indicating larger effect size).
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